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With the recent protagonism of the city of Rio de Janeiro Beijing had imposed special restrictions on air
pollutants, providing a rare opportunity for researchers to do relatively controlled experiments, says David
Rich, an environmental epidemiologist at the University of Rochester in New York. That is sad, and very
abnormal. And like I mentioned before the Gold medalists are most likely remembered. The original Greek
games were staged every fourth year for several hundred years, until they were abolished in the early Christian
era. The most recent example is provided by Xerox Company which decided to cease its year Olympic games
sponsoring history. It's a way to make a statement to the world that your community is a destination," he said
Stevenson,  My objective is to make sure that doesn't happen in London: I want to engage my audience.
Though, this revenue is drawn for the broadcasting rights solely, not on the money derived from the viewers.
Nine sports were on the agenda: cycling, fencing, gymnastics, lawn tennis, shooting, swimming, track and
field, weight lifting, and wrestling. The fifth most highly cited paper analysed levels of enthusiasm about the
Olympics among different resident groups in the host city, Sydney. Olympic Review Vol xxv-9, Wenner L. A
minimum of 10 referenced academic sources is required. Introduction Sport plays one of the most significant
roles in everyday life of people around the world, whether those who actively participate in it or just spectators
and supporters. These two opposing elements of the Olympics are not a modern invention. Nazi Germany, for
example, hosted the Games in and used the event to propagandize its cause of Aryan racial superiority. That
festival remained a regularly scheduled event, taking place during the pre- Christian golden age of Greece.
Olympic committee adheres to the principles of free TV coverage and declines offers for broadcast on a
pay-per-view platform since such practice contradicts the Olympic Broadcast Policy, targeted at making the
Games viewed by as much number of people as possible. The whole world watched as Usain Bolt became the
fastest man to ever live and Michael Phelps won, an astonishing, eight gold medals in aquatics. Bill K. Each
year, entrepreneurs and executives involved in the sport industry face serious issues, whether ones of defining
ways to persuade advertisers to buy commercial time during the sport event or alluring customers to purchase
some particular equipment for sports. The link between event planning, staging and management: Remember
to relate the three together sufficiently! This resulted in such deviations as the Sunkist Orange Bowl, Winston
Cup racing series, the Virginia Slims tennis tournaments, and presenting Visa as the main official credit card
of the Winter Olympic Games. Social scientists have also used the Games to study diverse topics such as the
relationships between athletes and coaches R. In this way the company acquires loyalty of different consumer
groups. This glossary defines and clarifies some of the terms found in this Research Starter and provides
additional terms for study. Secondly, Americans practice a healthy lifestyle cult, which results in elevated
interest in sporting events and more involvement in them. For example, the Winter Olympics were held in and
the Summe They are also displays of nationalism, commerce and politics. Nowadays, Olympic Games have
become one of the most large-scale and profitable global media events. With the recent protagonism of the
city of Rio de Janeiro in the world sporting scene, this research sought to analyze how the last Olympic and
Paralympics Games caused impact on the routine of visually impaired people, mainly on the consumption
associated with sport. Marketing and Promotion of the Olympics The Olympic games is the global arena for
the best athletes in the world and a venue for unity and cooperation of people around the globe. The Olympic
games started thousands of years ago and lasted over a millennium The estimated number of Olympics
viewers is 3. It is the most highly cited Olympics paper in the social sciences. The Olympic Spirit represents
all that is good in the world. Therefore, broadcasting rights are sold only to those companies, who guarantee
the broadcasting of the Games on their territory free of charge.


